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Abstract: In this work we first study spacelike surfaces in the Minkowski space which are minimal or have parallel 
mean curvature vector and which are isotropic. Minimal isotropic surfaces in Euclidean space are essentially 
holomorphic curves. In Minkowski space there is no complex structure, but even so we are able to characterize 
minimal isotropic surfaces explicitly. We study the Gauss map of isotropic surfaces into the Grassmannian of 
spacelike 2-planes in the Minkowski space, and give a generalization of a theorem of Chern. 
For the study of spacelike surfaces in general Lorentzian manifolds, we consider the Grassmann bundle of 
oriented spacelike tangent planes. We extend a general construction in the Riemannian case to the construction of 
a pseudo-Riemannian metric on this Grassman bundle. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the Gauss 
map to be harmonic. We also investigate isotropic Codazzi surfaces with parallel mean curvature. 
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0. Introduction 
The efforts of many researchers have developed a comprehensive theory of surfaces in four- 
dimensional Riemannian manifolds (see [5,7,10,1 l] and references therein). There is also a 
substantial body of results in the study of surfaces in Minkowski 3-space, in either of the two 
possibilities of spacelike or timelike induced metric on the surface, (see [ 141 and its references). 
Spacelike surfaces in Minkowski 3-space have mostly been considered in the context of space- 
like hypersurfaces in Minkowski space of any dimension. Some recent results on strings (timelike 
minimal surfaces) in arbitrary semi-Riemannian manifolds are cited in [4, pp. 445-446]. None 
of these works considers spacelike surfaces of codimension greater than one in a Lorentzian 
manifold. 
In this work we study spacelike surfaces in Lorentzian four-manifolds. Because the Lorentz 
group SO(3, 1) is simple, the twistor theory of the Riemannian case has no analogue in the 
Lorentzian case. In addition, there is no complex structure, or natural analogue, even on 
Minkowski space, to play the essential role such a structure plays in the four-dimensional 
Riemannian case. Nevertheless, as we shall see, many of the most important invariants and 
constructions of the classical case, for example the Gauss map, carry over with important mean- 
ing to the Lorentzian case. 
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In Section 1 and 2 we study spacelike surfaces in Minkowski space R’,‘. For oriented surfaces 
there is a Gauss map into the Grassmannian of oriented two-dimensional spacelike planes in 
lR3v1, denoted G”,(3, 1). This is a subset of the usual Grassmannian G2(4), but a different metric 
structure, of signature (+ + - -) must be used on Gl(3, 1) in plane of the usual Riemannian 
metric on G2(4). 
The point is that GS,(3, 1) is a homogeneous pace under the action of SO(3, l), that it 
possesses an SO(3, l)-invariant pseudo-metric, and an (SO(3, I)-invariant complex structure as 
a non-degenerate complex quadric in @P3. 
For the Gauss map into G”,(3, 1) we are able to generalize theorems of Pin1 [2] and of Ruh- 
Vilms [ 161 which extend the results for surfaces in Euclidean 3-space: a surface in R3 is 
i) minimal if and only if its Gauss map is anti-holomorphic; (Theorem 1.1) 
ii) totally geodesic if and only if its Gauss map is holomorphic; (Theorem 1.1) 
iii) of constant mean curvature if and only if its Gauss map is harmonic (Theorem 2.1). 
Orthogonal complex structures on lR4 Z @* give the class of minimal surfaces which are 
holomorphic curves in c2. These are characterized by a condition called isotropy (cf. [lo]). There 
are no orthogonal complex structures on Iw 3,1 but the notion of isotropy for spacelike surfaces ,
has a direct analogue. We are able to classify these surfaces. The minimal isotropic surfaces are 
locally graphs of harmonic functions on a domain in Euclidean space lR* (Theorem 1.2 and 1.3). 
In Section 3 we consider spacelike surfaces in an arbitrary Lorentzian manifold N. Although 
the twistor methods (cf. [5,10]) of the Riemannian case have no analogues in the Lorentzian 
case, the Grassmann bundle of oriented spacelike tangent planes to N still plays an essential 
role. A natural family of pseudo-metrics exists on this bundle which allows us to consider when 
the Gauss lift of a spacelike immersion will be harmonic (Theorem 3.5 and 3.6). 
The Codazzi surfaces are natural, however, as any spacelike surface in a Lorentzian space 
form is Codazzi. For Codazzi surfaces with parallel mean curvature vector we find pointwise 
formulas relating the umbilical points to the curvature and other constant invariants. If M is 
compact, these formulas can be integrated to relate the umbilical points to the Euler characteristic 
of M (Theorem 3.2). 
We employ the method of moving frames to describe our constructions and to make local 
calculations. The Einstein summation convention over repeated indices is used throughout he 
paper. All surfaces and maps are smooth (C”) and the maps are immersed. 
This paper is based on my thesis which I wrote under the direction of Professor Gary Jensen. 
I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the encouragment and support of Professor Jensen 
as well as the whole department of Mathematics at Washington University in Saint Louis. 
1. Isotropic surfaces in the Minkowski space R3,’ 
In this section we will give explicit characterization of minimal isotropic spacelike surfaces 
in the Minkowski space. Minimal isotropic surfaces in Euclidean space lR4 are essentially holo- 
morphic curves in C2. 
The Minkowski space is the space 1w4 with the Lorentzian inner product go = dxy + d$ + 
dx; - dxi, and will be denoted in the future by R 3.1. With respect o the standard basis of lR3s1, 
thematrixofgeisc =diag(l, 1, 1, - 1). Denote by 0 (3, 1) the group of all Lorentz isometries 
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IR4 -+ R4. With respect to the standard basis, 0(3, 1) = {A E GL(4, R) 1 GA = E}, where % 
denotes the transpose of A. It is thus a closed algebraic subgroup of GL(4; R). Its Lie algebra 
is o(3, I) = {S E g/(3, 1) ( ‘SE + ES = 0). Such S has the form 
X Y 
( > ‘y 0 ’ 
where X E o(3), y E IR3. 
Let M be a smooth surface. If f : A4 + IR3~’ is an isometric immersion, we identify feP (T,M) 
with T,M so as to regard T,M as a subspace of TpIR3~‘. Let g = f*go denote the pull-back of 
the Lorentzian metric go for lR3s1 to a symmetric tensor field g on M. An isometric immersion 
J‘ : M + IP is said to be spacelike if gcP) is positive definite for each p E M. 
In what follows we will always assume M is connected and oriented. Here and throughout 
this section we will use the index ranges 
1 6 i, j, k 6 2, 3 6 a, B, y, . . * < 4, 1 6 A, B. C, D, . , . < 4. 
The group of isometries of JR3,1 is the semi-direct product E(3, 1) = lR4 x 0(3, I), where the 
group law is (x, e)(Z, .?) = (x + e.?, e.?). It acts transitively on IR3.’ by (x, y)y = x + ey, and 
its isotropy subgroup at the origin 0 E IR3*‘, is 0(3, 1) = {0} x 0(3, 1). If (el, e2, e3, e4) is an 
orthonormal frame at x E IR3,‘, then (x, e) E E(3, 1) where e = (e,, e2, e3, e4) E 0(3, 1). This 
gives a 1:l correspondence between E(3, 1) and the principal 0(3, I)-bundle of orthonormal 
frames 7r : 0(lR3,1) -+ IR3,‘. In this way we make the identification 0(lR3.1) = E(3, l), in 
which case x(x, e) = x. The oriented orthonormal frames of lR3,* are given by SO(R”,‘) = 
R3 x SO(3, 1) = Eo(3, l), where the orientation of IR3,’ is given by eI A.. . A ~4 . 
The Maurer-Cartan form of E(3, 1) is the E(3, I)-valued l-form (E(3, 1) = Lie algebra 
of E(3, 1)) (0, w)(,,,) = (x, e)-‘d(xe) = (e-l dx, e- ‘de). Under the above identification 
E(3, 1) 2 0(R3.1), 0 = (eA) corresponds to the canonical form and o = (0:) corresponds 
to the Levi-Civita connection form. Note that w is o(3, 1)-valued, while 8 is IR4-valued. The 
Maurer-Cartan equations of E(3, 1) give the structure equations of O(iR3,1), 
deA = -w$ A 8B, dw; = -co; A w;, 
The latter set of equations show that lR3,‘, go is flat. 
A local orthonormal frame field in lR3*’ is a local section (x, e) of E(3, 1) + R3s1. Its dual 
coframe field is (x, e)*@, and the corresponding Levi-Civita connection forms are (x, e)*o, we 
will omit the (x, e)* whenever the context makes its presence well understood. Oriented frames 
are sections of Eo(3, 1). 
Let f : M 3 IR 3*1 be an isometric immersion of a spacelike surface M into the Minkowski 
space IR3.‘. A local Darboux frame field along f is a local orthonormal frame (x ,e) in R3*’ such 
that ei o f is an orthonormal frame field in M and e, o f are normal to M; or, equivalently, f*P 
is an orthonormal coframe in M and 
f *ea = 0. (1.1) 
The Darboux frame is oriented if (x, e) is oriented in R3,’ and ei o f is oriented in M. We will 
always suppress the writing of the f* in this context. Exterior differentiation of (1.1) implies 
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that on it4 
0; = h;ej (1.2) 
where h$ are locally defined functions on M, symmetric in i and j. 
Set h” = (h;) a symmetric 2 x 2 matrix. An arbitrary change of oriented Darboux frame is 
given by 
z=eK 
where K is a locally defined function in M with values in 
(1.3) 
SO(2)xSO(l,l)={(~ ;) (AeS0(2), andZ3ESO(l,l)). 
The transformation rule for hU is 
kU = (‘23); k hffA 
where & is given with respect to 2. 
(1.4) 
The second fundamental tensor of f is II = hyjeiej @ eU, a symmetric bilinear form on M 
with values in the normal bundle T Ml. By (1.4) it is globally defined. The immersion f is 
totally geodesic if its second fundamental tensor vanishes: II = 0. 
A point p E M is an umbilical point of f if ZZc,, = gcP) 8 Z, for some Z E T&V-‘-. Writing 
Z = hUea, we see that this is equivalent o h” = h” Id, where Id denotes the 2 x 2 identity 
matrix. The immersion f is totally umbilical if every point of M is umbilical. 
Let ZP = i(hy, + h&) denote the components of the mean curvature vector, H = HUea, 
of f. By (1.3) and (1.4) this is a global normal vector field on M. The immersion f is minimal 
provided its mean curvature vector vanishes: H = 0. 
We define the Hopf transform from the space of real 2 x 2 symmetric matrices h = (hii) onto 
C by L(h) = $ (h 1 I - h& - i h 12. The kernel of L consist of all diagonal matrices of the form t I, 
where t E R, Z is the identity matrix. Set L” = L(h’“) = i(hy, - ht2) - ih&. The Levi-Civita 
connection of IR3,’ induces the Levi-Civita connection of the metric on M by Vei = w: 8 ej and 
vej = -wj @I ej; and a connection on TM’ by Ve, = 0: @ eb; and thus in the standard way 
on T*M 63 T*M C3 TM’. Then 
VIZ = Dh; 6_0 8’8’ 8 eU 
where 
Dh; = dh; - hrjwf - h$o,” + h$$ = h;,ek. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
From the symmetry of ZZ we have h$k = hyik, while by the Codazzi equations (the derivative 
of (1.2)) we have htk - hykj = 0. The covariant derivative of H is 
VH = (dH + HP,;) C3 ea = ihEkek @I e,. 
The immersion f has parallel mean curvature provided V H = 0; that is, hzk = 0. 
It is important to use the complex structure of M induced by g. If e is an oriented Darboux 
frame field along f , then its dual coframe (0 A), 1 < A < 4 defines a type ( 1,O) form cp = 8 1 +i 8*. 
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Using the complex structure of M to decompose 1 -forms by type, we have wp +wz = Hcr(p+iag, 
and thus 
II=~~040~LL”e,+~P40~H++~40~‘e,, 
where bars denote complex conjugation. The coefficients L = Lffe, and L = Lae, are local 
sections of the complexified normal bundle TM: = TM’ @C . The pseudo-Riemannian metric 
on Iw3.’ induces a neutral metric on TM’-, meaning that its signature is (+, -), which we extend 
to be complex linear and symmetric on TM’, and denoted by (. , .). 
The isometric immersion f is isotropic at a point p of M if the complex normal vector L(p) 
is isotropic; that is, if 
(L. L) = (L3)2 - (L4)2 = 0 at p. (1.7) 
We say that f is isotropic if it is isotropic at every point of M. Note that (1.7) implies 
L3 = fL4. We will say that a normal vector L = LaeU is isotropic with f spin if L3 = fL4., 
respectively. 
Let Gs(3, 1) denote the Grassmannian of oriented 2-dimensional spacelike planes in lR3.r, 
The map vf : M + GS,(3, 1) defined by yf(p) = f,T,M is the Gauss map off. 
The Grassmannian G”,(3, 1) is isomorphic to the quadric 
Q; = {[zl E CP3 ( z; + z; + z; - z; = 0). 
The Gauss map yf : M + G2(3, l), p + f,T,M, combined with the above isomorphism 
gives, vf = [er + iex], where e = (ei, e,) is any local oriented Darboux frame field. With respect 
to a local oriented Darboux frame e along f we introduce the following quantities 
a = #i + h;‘,), b = $4, + hi2). c = $f2 + h;,). 
a’ = @z;, - h;,), b’ = ;(hi2 - hi2), c’ = @z;‘2 - h;& 
Then, we have 
a+b=H3+H4, a - b + 2ic = L3 + L4, 
a’ + b’ = H4 - H3, a’ - b’ + 2ic’ = L4 - L3. 
If e is defined on U c M, then we may regard el + ie2 as a map from U into C4. 
Lemma 1.1. Let e be an oriented Darbouxframefield along f. Then using (1.5) and (1.6), we 
have 
d(el + ie2) = iwi(el + iez) + H~I + L$; (1.8) 
d(e3 - e4) = -wi(e3 - e4) - [(a - ic)(p + (a + ic)@]el 
- [(c - ib)q + (c + ib)+lez 
(1.9) 
d(e3 + e4) = wi(e3 + e4) + [(a’ - ib’)qP + (a’ + ib’)(plel 
+ [(b’ - ic’)q + (b’ + ic’)+]ez 
(1.10) 
where rp = 0’ + ie2 defines the complex structure on M. 
As a consequence of (1. S), we have the following generalization of a result of Pin1 (cf [2]). 
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Theorem 1.1. Let f : M -+ W ‘*’ be a spacelike isometric immersion with Gauss map yf . Then 
(i) f is minimal zfand only if vf is antiholomorphic. 
(ii) f is totally umbilical if and only if yf is holomorphic. 
Proof. yf is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) according to whether each local homogeneous 
representative l + iez has differential which is type (1,O) (resp. (0, 1)) modulo ei + iez , which 
by (1.8) occurs if and only if L = 0 (resp, H = 0). Cl 
Isotropic minimal surfaces in Euclidean space R4 are precisely the holomorphic curves in C2, 
where the isomorphism lR4 g C* is given by a constant orthonormal complex structure J on 
lR4. That is, J : IFt4 + JR4 is orthogonal and J2 = -Id. The set of distinct such structures is 
parametrized by S2 = SO(4)/U(2). 
There is no orthogonal complex structure on Minkowski space lR’,l. However, given an 
orthogonal direct sum lR3q ’ = V 63 W, where go on V is positive definite and go on W is neutral 
(has signature (1, -I), one may consider a structure J : iR3~’ + IR3** which preserves this 
decomposition and J 1 v is an orthogonal complex structure while J 1 w is a bilagrangian structure 
(i.e., J[w has eigenvalues fl and each eigenspace Wk is null). Any such structure on lR3*’ is 
given in terms of some orthogonal frame E = (El, E2, E3, E4) by 
JE, = E2JE2 = -El, JEs = E4JE4 = E3. 
Despite their abundance they are too rigid for the generalization we seek. 
(1.11) 
Proposition 1.3. Let M, g be an oriented Riemannian sulfate and let j denote the almost 
complex structure induced on A4 by g and its orientation. Let J : lR3*’ -+ IK’~’ be the structure 
defined by (1.11) for somefiedframe E. Then df o j = J o df if and only if f is totally geodesic 
(i.e. f(M) is contained in a spacelike plane in Tw3,‘). 
Proof. Let lR’*r = IJ @ w-1 @ W+I be the spectral decomposition of J, namely, V = (El E2), 
W-1 = {E3 - E41, W+I = { E3 + Ed}. Let e = (et, ez, e3, e4) be an oriented Darboux frame 
along f. Let ul, ~2 be the oriented orthonormal frame field in M dual to 8 ‘, 13~. Then j u1 = u2 
and ju2 = --ui, while df vi = ei. Thus 8l o j = -e2, f?12 o j = 8’, and since df = B’ez + e2e2, 
it follows from df o j = J o df that Jel = e2 and Je2 = -el; i.e., df T,M = V for every point 
p E M, by the uniqueness of the spectral decomposition of J. It follows that f(M) is contained 
in an affine plane parallel to V. Conversely, if f(M) is contained in a spacelike plane, then its 
tangent plane is constant, say V c R 3.1 Let J : W3,1 + R3-1 be a structure for which Jlv is a .
complex structure. Clearly then df o j = J o df. q 
It turns out that isotropic minimal spacelike surfaces in lR3x1 can be characterized as essentially 
graphs of harmonic functions in R2. In this analysis, which follows, there emerges a class of 
surfaces which do not exist in the Euclidean case, namely, those whose mean curvature vector 
is isotropic but not necessarily zero. 
Let f : M + N be an isometric spacelike immersion. If e is an oriented Darboux frame 
along f, then L = LUe, and H = H”e, are isotropic if L3 = fL4 , H3 = fH4, and with f 
spin according to whether the sign is plus or minus. Changing e = (ei, e2, es, e4) to Z = (ei, e2, 
e3,-e4) will change only L4 to -L4 and H4 to - H4. Thus a reversal of the orientation of R3*’ 
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reverses the spin of an isotropic normal vector. Up to orientation of R3q1 then, we will say: (i) j’ 
is + isotropic if L and H are isotropic with the same spin; (ii) f is - isotropic if L and H are 
isotropic with opposite spin. 
The cases of f totally umbilical (L = 0) or f minimal (H = 0) are understood to be: j’ 
+ isotropic. Recall that if p = 8’ + i19~ then the complex normal vector valued (2, 0) form 
A = Lqq~ does not depend on the choice of oriented Darboux frame field e. If f is isotropic 
with isotropic mean curvature vector, then f is - isotropic if and only if (H, A) # 0. 
Let cl ,e2,+,e4 be the standard basis of R3,‘. 
Theorem 1.2. Let u E P(lt)f or-some open setU E lR2, andsuppose thatu(O, 0) = u,(O, 0) =: 
II )‘(O, 0) = 0. Then 
f:U+ lR3,‘, fb, Y) = X61 + YE2 + u(x* YHE3 + 641, 
is a + isotropic isometric spacelike embedding. In fact 
(1.12) 
L = [$4X - urY) - ihyl(~3 + E4h and H = i(u,, + uyy)(+ + e4). (1.13) 
In particular, f is minimal if and only if u is harmonic on U, while f is totally umbilical if 
and only if u = 0. Conversely, suppose f : M --+ IR3*1 is a + isotropic isometric spacelike 
immersion. Then, up to congruence in R3s’, for any point p E M there exists a local coordinate 
s,ystem (If, (x. y)) about p in M such that on U f is given by (1.12). Furthermore, both the 
curvature K and normal curvature K-‘- off are identically zero. 
Proof. Suppose f is given by (1.12). Then fX = ~1 + u, NofV = ~2 + uY No, where we have 
set No = 63 + ~4. Then (fX fX) = 1 = (fY fY), ( fX f,) = 0 which shows that the induced 
metric is (df, df) = dx2 + dy2. The vector field along f, el = fX and e2 = fY can be 
completed to an oriented Darboux frame field e = (ei, e2, es, e4) along f. Since 8l = dx and 
19~ = dy, we have w2 - ’ 0 and thus by (1.8) d(el + iez) = H~I + L+. By direct calculation 
d(el + iez) = i(u,, + t+)No~ + [i(u,, - ugY) + iu,.]Noq. This proves (1.13). 
Conversely, suppose that f : M + lR3-’ is a + isotropic isometric spacelike immersion. Fix a 
point p E M and let e be an oriented Darboux frame field along f defined on a neighborhood U. 
of p. Upon the proper choice of orientation of R3+’ , we may assume that L3 = L4 and H3 = H4. 
These equations written out in terms of h; are equivalent o h3 = h4. Set h3 = (f g ), for 
convenience. Then 
0: = .el +ce2 = w;, co; = CO’ + be2 = w;. (1.14) 
By the Gauss equation K8l A e2 = dwi = o.$ A W; - 0; A 0; = 0, so that K = 0. Thus we 
may choose e such that W: = 0 on ‘U. Then de’ = 0 = de2, so there exist local coordinates x., 
y on a neighborhood ‘lf of p, centered at p, such that 8l = dx, e2 = dy. By the Ricci equation 
K’e’ A e2 = dwi = -w: A 0; - W; A 0; = 0, so that K’ = 0 and W: = dt, for a function t 
on a neighborhood ‘U of p. Consider the Darboux frame field Z = (et, e2, 23, 9 where 
@3,Z4) = (e3, e4) 
cash t - sinh t 
- sinh t > cash t 
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Then 6: = W: -dt = 0. Thus we may assume wj = 0 on U. By (1.14) and the structure quations 
we have d(es + e4) = wj(e3 + ed) = 0. Thus es + e4 is constant on U and we set No = es + e4 . 
Now df = dx ei +dy e2 implies that ei = fX, e2 = fY. Thus, (fxX + ifYY) dx + ( fXy + ifYY) dy = 
d(ei + iez) = [(a + ic) dx + (c + ib) dy]No from which we have 
f xx = aNofyv = bNo fxy = cNo. (1.15) 
The solutions of (1.15) are given by f (x, y) = u (x, y) NO + x VI + y V2 + VO, for constant 
vectors VO, VI, V2, and u E P(U) satisfying u,.. = a , uyy = b, u,,, = c, with initial 
conditions ~(0, 0) = uX (0, 0) = u,(O, 0) = 0. Up to congruence in Rjvl we may assume 
0 = f (0,O) = V&l = fX(O, 0) = Vie2 = f,(O, 0) = V2. Hence, up to congruence, on U f is 
given by (1.12). El 
Theorem 1.3. Let .!j = b + ic be a holomorphic function on a simply connected domain 
U c c 2 R2, and let k be any non-zero real constant. Then there exists - isotropic isometric 
immersion 
f : (U, dx2 + dy2) + lR3*’ (1.16) 
for which (H, A) = k(ik - 0 dz dz, where dz = dx + i dy. 
Conversely, if f : M, g + IR3,’ is any - isotropic spacelike immersion, then for any point 
p E M there exists a coordinate neighborhood (U, x, y) about p such that g = dx2 + dy2 and 
f is given by (1.16) f or an appropriate choice of 6 and k. 
Proof. Let { = b + ic and k be given on U c R2, let z = x + iy, and let a = k - b. Let 
e1 = dx, e2 = dy, e3 = 0 = e4, o; = --w : = 0 = W: = w;, w: = a dx + c dy = -wi, 
o~=cdx+bdy=-05w~=bdx-cdy=w~,w~=-cdx+ady=04.Ife=(eA), 
w= (W~),then(8,w)isal-formonUwithvaluesintheLiealgebra~44o(3, l)ofE(3, l).By 
direct calculation df3’ = 0, w A 8 = 0 and o A o = 0, and by the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
do = 0. By the Cartan-Darboux Theorem (cf. [ 131) there exists a Coo map (f, e) : U + 
E(3, 1) = R3q’ x O(3, 1) such that (e-l df, e-l de) = (0,~). In detail, df = eldx + esdy, 
which implies that the induced metric is go = dx2 + dy2, and 
de1 = (a dx + c dy)e3 + (b dx - c dy)e4, (1.17) 
de2 = (c dx + b dy)e3 + (-c dx + a dy)e4, (1.18) 
de3 = -(a dx + c dy)el - (c dx + b dy)ez, (1.19) 
de4 = (b dx - c dy)el + (-c dx + a dy)e2. (1.20) 
By (1.17) and (1.18), we have d(el + iez) = ik(e3 + e4)dz + i(k - 2g)(e3 - eq)dZ. By (1.8), 
d(el + iez) = H dz + L dZ, so that 
H = $k(e3 + ed, L = $(k - 2t)(e3 - e4) 
which are both isotropic, of opposite spin, and (H, L) = ik(k - 2e). 
Conversely, let f : M, go + IR 3,1 be a - isotropic spacelike isometric immersion. Let p E M 
and let e be an oriented Darboux frame field in a neighborhood U of p. Then L3 = -L4 and 
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H3 = H4 implies that 
h;12 = -hi2, hi2 = h;,, hT2 = hT2. 
Puth3 = (z i),thenh4= (_E -i),and 
Then dwl 
H = +(a + b)(es + e4), L = [$(a - b) - ic](e3 - Ed), 
w; = ae’ + ce2, 0; = ct?l + be2, Co: = b6” - ce2, w; = -,I + ae2. 
= 0, so we may choose e such that w$ = 0, and then there exist coordinates x, y 
centered at p on a neighborhood ‘U such that 0’ = dx, 19’ = dy. Furthermore, dw;3 = 0, and as 
in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we may choose e so that in addition to all above properties, oj = 0. 
Now o:, wf, w; and wi are all closed, so 
a, = -cY, a,. = CX, b, = cg, b, = -c,. (1.21) 
Thus (a + b), = 0 = (a + b),, so a + b is a real constant. Set k = a + b, so that k # 0 since 
H= $(ej + e4) # 0, if f is - isotropic. 
Let 6 = b + ic, a holomorphic function on U by (1.21). Then k - e = a - ic. Hence, on 
‘U, f is given by (1.16) up to congruence, for the data 6 and k, by the uniqueness part of the 
Cat-tan-Darboux Theorem. q 
Remark 1. H = ik(e3 + e4) and oj = 0 implies H is parallel for category II surfaces. 
Remark 2. A special case in Theorem 1.3 is when c = 0, which implies that the holomorphic 
function e = b is constant, and thus a = k -6 is constant as well. In this case the equations can be 
solved explicitly. The constant b2 - a2 # 0, since H # 0 and L # 0. Suppose b2 - a2 = r2 > 0, 
r > 0. Then, up to congruence, the surface (1.16) is f : W* + W3.’ given by 
sinh(rx) 
f(x, Y) = ; ,,$y~ 1 
i 1 
* (1.22) 
cosh(rx) - 1 
for which, 
H=;(z), and A=i(g)dzdz. 
2. The Grassmannian manifold of the Minkowski space 
The purpose of this section is to study the harmonicity of the Gauss map of spacelike surfaces 
into the Grassmannian manifold G; (3, 1) of oriented spacelike 2-planes in the Minkowski space, 
R3,‘. For this reason we will start by describing G”,(3, 1) and construct a pseudo-Riemannian 
metric on it. We will use the same notation as in Section 1. 
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The Lorentzian group (SO(3, 1) acts transitively on G”,(3, l), and its isotropy subgroup at 
the origin a = {cl, Q} is SO(2) x SO(l) l), where (~1, ~2, e3, Q} is the standard basis of the 
Minkowski space. Thus GS,(3, 1) is identified with the quotient space 
G;(3, 1) = G/G0 = SO(3, l)/(SO(2) x SO(1, 1)). 
The Lie algebra of G decomposes as $I = .$+h’l where 3uI. is an Ad(G&invariant complementary 
subspace possessing an Ad(Gc)-invariant neutral inner product (., s) which we shall describe. 
Note that 50 = o(2) x o( 1, 1). We need to find n/c. Recall from (1.3) that 5 is the set of matrices 
of the form 
with Y = - Y and v E Iw3. We choose n/t: to be the set of matrices of the form 
0 0 -2 w 
then an Ad(Go)-invariant inner product of signature (+ + - -) is defined on h/z by 
i Tr(AA) = x2 + zz - y2 - w2. 
Let 
p : SO(W3v1) + G;(3, 1) = SO(3, l)/Go 
denote the projection, p.(e) = [ei, ez], then the metric g on G;(3, 1) is characterized by 
cL*g = (m:)2 - (o;‘)2 + (o;)* - @f&2% 
(2-l) 
We set 
I$+ = w;, $ = w;, (p3 = w;, co4 = w;. (2.2) 
If u : U c G”,(3, 1) + SO(3, 1) is a local section of (2.1), then &*(pA), 1 6 A < 4, is an 
orthonormal coframe for g on U. We want to determine the Levi-Civita connection forrns(rpi), 
1 f A, B 6 4 of g with respect to this orthonormal coframe field. These are characterized by 
(we omit writing u*): 
dpA = -(Pi A vB, and ((pi) E 0(2,2), 1 f AB < 4. (2.3) 
From the structure equations of SO(3, l), and (2.2) we have 
dw; = -0; A Ip2 - 0: A (03, (2.4) 
dw; = -co; A PO’ - 0; A cp4, (2.5) 
da;’ = -co; A q4 - w’: A q+, (2.6) 
dm; = -mf A PO3 -0; A(p2. (2.7) 
If we insert (2.2) into the above equations and use the characterization (2.10), we derive the 
following: 
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Lemma 2.1. The pull back by u* of the forms 
+o;; +w;; qJ;=w;; fp‘+w;; 
40; = a& +w;; +o;; q+O;; 
40; = 0; q; = 0; qI; = 0; C/I; = 0 
gives the Levi-Civita connection forms of g with respect o the orthonormal coframe (u*P*). In 
matrix notation 
(COPS [j ; _; i) 
which clearly takes values in 0(2,2). 0 
Consider now a spacelike isometric immersion f : M + R3*’ of an oriented surface M, ds*. 
The Gauss map of f is defined to be 
Yj : M + G;(3, l), p + f,T,M. 
We say that the map yj is harmonic if the tension field vanishes, where the tension field is 
defined to be t ( yj) = trace Vd yj. 
Therem 2.1. Let f : M + IR 3*1 be a spacelike isometric immersion with Gauss map yj : M + 
G; (3, 1). Then yj is harmonic if and only if f has parallel mean curvature vector 
Proof. Let e be a local oriented Darboux frame field along f on an open set V c M. Then on 
27, yf = [el, e2]. Let u be a local section such that u o yj = e, and let (,?A) denote the local 
frame field in GS,(3, 1) dual to the orthonormal coframe field (I*. Then by (1.2) and (2.2), 
we obtain: 
dyj = (yTu*‘p*)EA = e’(h:j El + h:j E2 + ht Em + h~j E4). 
Therefore, using (1.6), Lemma 2.1.) and the Levi-Civita connection forms on M and T ML, we 
get 
Vdyj = h:,e’ ~ ekE1 + hge’ ~ OkE2 + h~,ei ~ ekE3 + h~,B’ ~ ekE,. 
By taking the trace, the tension field of yj is 
t&j) = trace(Vdyj) = hijj El + hijj E2 + hTjj E3 + hzjj E4, 
where htj = 2Hr are the components of the covariant derivative of H. Finally we get 
r(vj) = 2(H;E, + H;Ez + HfE3 + H;E& 
The theorem now follows immediately. Cl 
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3. General Lorentzian spaces 
This section is devoted to the study of the Gauss lift of spacelike surfaces in general Lorentzian 
manifolds. We consider the Grassmann bundle of oriented tangent planes. We extend a general 
construction in the Riemannian case [6] to the construction of a pseudo-Riemannian metric on 
this Grassmann bundle. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the Gauss lift to be 
harmonic, which generalize a theorem of Jensen and Rigoli [ 111. 
We also investigate isotropic Codazzi surfaces with parallel mean curvature vector. 
Lorentzian geometry involves a particular kind of (0,2) tensor on the tangent spaces. We give 
a brief description here, for more details (cf. [ 1 I]). Let V be a vector space. A bilinear form 
on V is an R-bilinear function b : V x V -+ Iw, and we consider only the symmetric case and 
finite dimensional vector spaces. Then b is positive [resp. negative] definite if u # 0 implies 
b(u, V) > 0 [resp. < 01, and b is nondegenerate if b(v, V) = 0 for all w E V implies u = 0. 
The index of a symmetric bilinear form b on V is the largest integer that is the dimension of a 
subspace W c V on which b 1 w is negative definite. 
Let M be a smooth manifold. A metric tensor on M is a symmetric nondegenerate (0,2) 
tensor field on M of constant index. A pseudo-Riemannian manifold is a smooth manifold M 
furnished with a metric tensor g. The common value v of the index of gP is called the index of 
M : 0 6 v < n = dim M. M is said to be Lorentziun if the index is v = 1 and dim M 2 2. In 
this work we will consider only the case n = 4; that is, the 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. In 
the future we will say only Lorentzian manifolds instead of 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. 
Let N be a Lorentzian manifold with metric tensor g. It is convenient o use the letter g to denote 
also the matrix. 
(3.1) 
We have the bundle of orthonormal frames O(N) = {(p, e), e = (ei, e2, es, e4) such that 
g,(e,, eb) = gab} a principal 0(3, l)-bundle over N with projection rr : O(N) + N, IT(~, e) = 
p. Let 19 = (P) be the canonical form on O(N), and o = (Q.$) be the o(3, I)-valued Levi- 
Civita connection form, and fi = (a:) the o(3, I)-valued curvature form on O(N). Then 
fiz = $ R&@C~8d where Ricd = - REddc are functions on 0 (N) defining the pseudo-Riemannian 
curvature tensor of N. The structure equations of N are: 
de=-or\O, dw=-wr\w+Sl. (3.2) 
Note that (gw) is skew symmetric since %, g + g o = 0, i.e., ‘(gw) = -gw. If we set 
%b = &z&J;, %b = &&, then %b = --oba, !&b = -Qb@ . The components of the Riemann- 
Christoffel teIlSOl- XC R&d = &Rcd, which Satisfy &bcd = --I&d = -&bdc = &dab. The 
Ricci CUlWltUre iS &,d = Rgad = gacRabcd. The trace of the Ricci tensor is the scalar curvature 
s = gab&, = R,a. 
A local orthonormal frame field in N is a local section e = (e,) of O(N). Its dual coframe 
field is (e*@(l), for which we will always omit the e*. Similarly, the connection and curvature 
forms and components of the curvature tensor with respect to e will be denoted by w$, S2: and 
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R&d 9 respectively, without explicitly writing e*. 
Let ii4 be a two dimensional manifold, let f : M + N, g be a spacelike immersion; that is, 
f*g is positive definite and will be denoted by ds*. An orthonormal frame field along f is the 
composition with f of a local frame field in N. Thus it maps e : If c M -+ O(N) such that 
rr o e = f. A local Darboux frame field along f is a local orthonormal frame e in N such that 
e, o f is an orthonormal frame field in M and ea o f are normal to M; or equivalently, f*@ is 
an oriented orthonormal coframe in M and f*P = 0. 
Recall the index conventions 1 < i, j, k < 2 and 3 < 01, /I, y < 4. We will always suppress 
the writing of the f*‘s in this context. 
If M and N are oriented, then the Darboux frame field is oriented if it has positive orientation 
in N and ei, e2 is positively oriented in M. This induces an orientation in TM’. 
Exterior differentiation of 8” = 0 implies that on M, we have 0 = dP = --WY A @, from 
which the Cartan Lemma implies that 
wp = hp,Q’ (3.3) 
where h$ are locally defined functions on M, symmetric in i and j. Set h” = (h;) a 2 x 2 
symmetric matrix of locally defined functions in M. 
Differentiation of (3.3), gives: 
dwi” = dh; A Qj + h; do’. (3.4) 
But using (3.2), we have on M dwy = -wf A w,k - wi A wf + S’Zp, and d@ = -wi A Qk. 
Combined these yield the Codazzi equations 
[dh; - hFkw; - h$$ + h;o;] A 0j = ;R;kjOk A @. (3.5) 
If we set Dh; = dh; - hgjwf - hFkoj” +h{$ = h;,ek, then hck = hyik, and by the Codazzi 
equations, we have the Ricci identity hGk - hFkj = - R:k. 
The second fundamental tensor of f is II = h:0’8j 8 e,, a symmetric bilinear form on M 
with values in the normal bundle TM’. We let Ha = i(h’f, + h?&) denote the components of 
the mean curvature vector, H = HcyeU, of f. 
The Levi-Civita connection of N induces the Levi-Civita connection of ds2 on M by: Ve, = 
0,’ @ ej and V8’ = -wj @ 0j and a connection on TM’ by Ve, = wi @ eg, and thus in the 
standard way on T*M 8 T*M @I TM’. Then 
VII = Dh; @ 13’0~ @I ea. (3.6) 
The covariant differential of H, VH = (d H” + Hbw;) @I e, = HyQj @ e,, is given by 
H; = ;h;kj. 
We say that f is minimal if H = 0, and that f has parallel mean curvature vector if V H = 0. 
To construct global invariants from this local analysis, we must determine the transformation rules 
of a Darboux frame. For this purpose it is convenient o use the isomorphism p : SO(2) + U (1) 
( cost - sin t sin t > + err. cost 
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We define the Hopf transform from the space of real 2 x 2 symmetric matrices h = (hij) onto 
Cc by L(h) = +(h,i - h& - ihiz. The kernel of L consist of all scalar matrices, and L has the 
equivalence property L@hA) = PAL. 
An arbitrary change of oriented Darboux frame is given by 2 = e K where K is a locally 
defined function in M with values in SO(2) x SO(l) 1). 
The transformation rules for it” are ia = (9); !4 hpA. Writing La = L(h”), we have: 
Lemma 3.1. Let e and e be two oriented Darbou frames related by 2 = e K, where K E 
SO(2) x SO(1, 1) and set L = L”ea, a local section of TM’ @I @. Then, we have Lff = 
P(A)~(‘B)FLB, and I? = (‘B)zHp. 
It is important to use the complex structure of M induced by g. If e is an oriented Darboux 
frame field along f, then its dual coframe (0’) defines a type (1,O) form cp = 8l + ie2 which 
under a change of oriented Darboux frame transforms to @ = p(A)-‘6~. 
Using the complex structure of M to decompose the second fundamental tensor by type, we 
have C$ + 0: = H”q + iLye, and thus 
II=~(460~LUe,+~cp~H+f~cp~L~e, (3.7) 
where bars denote complex conjugation. The coefficient Lee, and L&e, are local sections of the 
complexified normal bundle T M@l = TM* @ @. The metric tensor on N induces a fibre metric 
on TMI, with signature (+,-), which we extend to be complex linear and symmetric on TM’, 
and denoted by (, , .). 
Definition. The isometric immersion f is isotropic at a point p of M if the complex normal 
vector L = L”e,(p) is isotropic; that is, if (L, L) = (L3)2 - (L4)2 = 0 at p. 
By Lemma 3.1 this condition does not depend on e. We say that f is isotropic if it is isotropic 
at every point of M. 
With respect to a local oriented Darboux frame e along f, we define the functions b* = 
H3 f H4, and & = L3 f L4; then (L, L) = S+S_, and (H, H) = b+b_. 
At a point p in M the isometric immersion f is isotropic with positive (resp. negative) spin 
if S+(p) = 0 (resp. S_(p) = 0). We will say that HCPj is isotropic with positive (resp. negative) 
spin if b+Cpj = 0 (resp. b-(,,) = 0). Then f or H is isotropic with positive (negative) spin if it 
has the respective property at every point of M. 
Remark. If the orientation of N is reversed, keeping the orientation of M fixed, thus reversing 
the orientation of T Ml, then S+ and S_ are interchanged, as are b+ and b_. Thus the notion of 
positive and negative spin are reversed by a reversal of orientation of N. 
Isotropy can be defined geometrically in terms of the hyperbola of curvature of the immersion. 
Fix a point p E M and in TP M consider the parametrized unit circle X = X(t) = cost el + 
sin t e2, 1 < t < 2n, where e is an oriented Darboux frame field along f. The hyperbola of 
curvature at p is defined to be the curve in TP M’ given parametrically by II(X) = ZZ(X, X) = 
H + ie2itL + le-2itL 
Th% hyperbola of curvature has center H and length (II(X) - H, II(X) - H). It is equilateral 
if and only if (II(X) - H) = constant; if and only if (L, L) = 0; that is, if and only if, f is 
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isotropic at the point. In summary, f is isotropic at p if and only if the hyperbola of curvature 
at p is equilateral. 
Lemma 3.2. Thefunctions b = b+b_ and S = S+S_ are globally defined on M. Ifs = ]S+S_ 1, 
then s2 E COO(M). 
Define s+ and s_ to be the real and imaginary part of S, so that S = S+S_ = s+ + is-. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : M + N be a spacelike immersion. With respect to any oriented Darbom 
frame e we have (i) s+ = (H, H) - K + R1212, (ii) s_ = -K’ + RI234 where K is the Gaussian 
curvature of ds*, so dwl = K8’ A O*, and where K’ is the curvature of the induced connection 
in the normal bundle; that is, K’ is given by dwi = K-‘-0’ A 19~. In particular, R1212 and R12j4 
are global invariants off, independent of choice of a Darboux frame e. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the Ricci and Gauss equations. Cl 
Corollary. Suppose f : M + N is isotropic. Then K = R1212 + (H, H) and K’ = R1234. If 
N, g is a spaceform of constant curvature 6, then Rabcd = l (g,,gbd - gadgbc) so that RI*,* = E 
and R1234 = 0. Hence K = e + (H, H) and K’ = 0. Zf in addition f has isotropic mean 
curvature vector, then K = E and Kl = 0. 
Proof. If f is isotropic, then 0 = (L3 - L4)(L3 + L4) = S+S_, so that either S+ = 0 or S_ = 0 
at any point of M. Hence 0 = S = S+S_ = s+ + is- at every point of M. Cl 
Remark. Suppose f is isotropic. Then 
1) If RI234 = 0, then K’ = 0. 
2)If Ri2i2 = E and M iscompactwithgenusg thenl,(H, H)dA = 4n(l -g)-E Area(M). 
3) If H is null or f is minimal, then Ri2i2 = K. 
Now we turn to the study of Codazzi surfaces with parallel mean curvature vector. The 
immersion f : M + N is Codazzi provided the components hGk are symmetric in i, j and 
k; it has parallel mean curvature if hzk = 0. By the Ricci identity, f is Codazzi if and only if 
R;,, = 0 = R2q2, and this holds if and only if Ric’( f) = 0, where Ric’( f) is the section of 
TM’ 63 T*M defined locally by Ric’( f) = R&8’ @I ea. We note that any spacelike surface 
j‘ : M --+ N is Codazzi when N is a Lorentzian spaceform. 
Let f : M -+ N be an isometric immersion with parallel mean curvature, then 
d(S+S_) = -4i S+S_wi (mod ~0). (3.8) 
Lemma 3.3. The symmetric quartic form 
A = [(L3)2 - (L4)*]q4 (2.9) 
is globally defined on M and vanishes at a point if and only if f is isotropic at that point. If f 
is Codazzi and has parallel mean curvature, then A is holomorphic. 
Proof. A is globally defined by Lemma 3.2. Suppose f is Codazzi with parallel mean curvature. 
Let z be a local complex coordinate in M so that qa = )L dz for some nowhere zero function )c in M. 
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We want to show that )14S+S_ is a holomorphic function, since A = (L, L)q4 = S+S_h4 dz4. 
But dq = ioir\qo implies that dA-ihwl = 0 (moddz). Hence, by (49), we haved(S+S_A4) = 0 
(moddz). Cl 
Theorem 3.2. Let f : M + N be an isometrically immersed Codazzi surface with parallel 
mean curvature vector Then either f is isotropic or the zeros of s are isolated with well defined 
multiplicities, and outside the zeros of s we have 
Alog s =4K. (3.10) 
Proof. Recall that s = lS+s_] = lS+S_l. By Lemma 3.3, A = S+S_(p4 is holomorphic, and 
thus S+S_ is either identically zero or has isolated zeros with well defined multiplicities. In the 
latter case, it follows from (3.8) and a result of [7] that outside the zero set of s, A logs = 4K. Cl 
Corollary. Let f : M + N satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.2. If M is compact and 
oriented, then 
X(M) = -+a@) (3.11) 
where o(s) is the number of zeros of s (counted with multiplicities). 
Proof. Suppose f not isotropic. Then 
a(s) = -& s AlogsdA, M 
where aX = $(p A 40 is the area element of M. Thus, integrating (3.10), the formula (3.11) 
follows from the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. Cl 
Remark. In the corollary, if M M S*, then f must be isotropic; while if M % T* (the torus), 
then either f is isotropic or s is never zero. In particular, if M is a flat torus, then s is constant 
for a Codazzi f with parallel H. 
Let f : M + N be an oriented spacelike surface in a Lorentzian manifold N. The metric on 
TM1 is neutral; that is, of signature (+, -). Thus, we have a decomposition of TM’ into null 
spaces, TM’ = E+ $ E_. If e = (ei, e,) is an oriented Darboux frame, then e3 f e4 is a section 
of E*, respectively. Any section of TM’ is thus decomposed. The mean curvature vector can 
be decomposed as H = H+ + H- where H* = i(H3 f H4)(e3 f e4). Note that H+ are null 
vectors and, (H+H_) = i[(H3)* - (H4)*] = $(H, H). The null spaces E* are invariant under 
V, so that VH = VH+ + VH_ which is equivalent o say VH* E I’(T*M 8 E*). This follows 
from V(e&es) = oj(esfed), since 0: = wg. Consequently, H is parallel if and only if H+ and 
H_ are parallel. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f : M + N be a spacelike isometric immersion with parallel mean curvature 
vector H. If H is not identically zero, then TM’ is parallelizable by a global parallel frame 
field, and thus is trivial andjat. 
Proof. Both H+ and H- are parallel, as sections of E+ (resp. E_) or of TM’. As parallel 
translation along a curve is an isomorphism, each of H, H+, H_ is identically zero or never zero. 
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If 0 # (H, H) = 2(H+, H_), then neither H+ nor H- is ever zero. Thus H+, H- is a global 
parallel frame field for TM’. 
If 0 = (H, H) then one of H+ and H- is zero, the other is never zero (since H = 
H++H_ #O).SayH_ = i( H3-H4)(e3-e4) #O,soH+ = $(H3+H4)(e3+e4) E O.Then, 
0 = VH_ = $[d(H3-H4)+(H3-H4)m;](e3-e4),whichmeansthato~ = -dlogIH3-H41. 
In particular dwi = 0, so we may choose the oriented Darboux frame field e so that w: = 0. 
Then H3 - H4 is constant and e can be chosen so that in addition H3 - H4 = 1. In this way 
we may cover M by local oriented Darboux frame fields such that for each H- = e3 - e4, a 
global parallel section of T Ml. But then, for this collection of frames, e3 + e4 is a global parallel 
section of TM’, and it is linearly independent of H_ at every point. Cl 
Theorem 3.4. Let f : M +- N be an isometrically immersed Codazzi surface with parallel 
mean curvature vector Suppose f is isotropic. Then either f is totally umbilical or the umbilical 
points are isolated with well-defined multiplicities. 
Proof. Complexifying TM’ = E+ $ E_, we decompose (TM’ @Q 8 T(‘*‘)M* @ T(‘.‘)M* 
into the sum of complex line bundles E,@ 8 Tt2.‘)M* and E_@ 63 T(2.0)M*, where E: = E+ @ @. 
This decomposes the global section Lqp into Lqp(p = C+qx,e + C_(pq where in terms of a local 
oriented Darboux frame e, C, = $S+(e3 - ed). and C_ = iS_(e3 + e4). 
Suppose f is isotropic of negative spin, which means that S- = 0. (The case of positive spin is 
similar). Then L~XJI = C+(oq , and the umbilical points off, being the zeros of Lpqo, are precisely 
the zeros of C+qp. Taking the induced connection on ET @ T’2,0’M*, we know by the Koszul- 
Malgrange Theorem that there exists a complex structure making this bundle holomorphic, and 
such that the section E+pp40 is holomorphic if and only if dS+ - S+W~ + 2iwi = 0 (mod q). 
Hence, either C+qoq is identically zero which means f is totally umbilical, or the zeros of C+pp(p 
are isolated with well-defined multiplicities. 0 
Corollary 1. Let f : M --+ N be an isotropic Codazzi sulfate with parallel mean curvature. 
Suppose f is not minimal and that M is compact. Then either f is totally umbilical, or m = 
-2x (M) where x(M) is the Euler characteristic of M and m is the sum of the orders of the 
umbilical points off. 
Proof. Suppose f is not totally umbilical, and to be specific, suppose f is isotropic with neg- 
ative spin. By Theorem 3.4, m is well-defined and is the sum of the orders of the zeros of the 
holomorphic section E+(pq of E+@ @ T (2.0)M*. Hence m = q(E,@) - 2 x(M). By theorem 3.3., 
E$ is trivial, so cl(Ey) = 0. 0 
Corollary 2. Let f : M -+ N be a Coda& St&ace with non-zero parallel mean curvature. 
Suppose M is homeomorphic to S2. Then f is totally umbilical. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3., A = S+S_(p4 is a holomorphic quartic form, and hence must be zero 
on a Riemann surface of genus zero. Hence f is isotropic, and must be totally umbilical by 
Corollary 1. 0 
We turn now to an investigation of the Gauss lift of a spacelike surface in an oriented Lorentzian 
manifold N. We begin with a natural construction of a pseudo-metric on the Grassmann bundle 
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of oriented tangent planes. 
Let n : G;(TN) + N denote the Grassmann bundle over N of spacelike oriented tan- 
gent planes to N. It is a fibre bundle over N associated to the principal SO(3, 1)-bundle of 
oriented orthonormal frames, SO(N), with standard fibre the Grassmann manifold GS,(3, 1) = 
SO(3, l)/(SO(2) x SO(1, 1)) on which (SO(3, 1) acts transitively on the left by multiplication. 
Thus G”,(TN) = SO(N) XSQ(~,~) GS,(3, 1) = SO(N)/(S0(2) x SO(l, 1)). 
The Lie algebra of SO(3, 1) decomposes as 3 = ka + 3M: where k0 is the Lie algebra of 
Ka and 1M: is an Ad(&)-invariant complementary subspace possessing an Ad(&)-invariant 
inner product (., .) which defines the SO(3, 1)-invariant pseudo-metric on G”,(3, 1). Recall that 
ko = o(2) x o( 1, 1) and M is the set of matrices of the form 
0 0 --x y 
A= i 0 0 -z w 
x z 0 0 
yw 00 i 
x, y, z, w E Iw, and (A, B) = -4 Trace Al?. Let o1 denote the nil-component of the Maurer- 
Cartan form of (SO(3, 1) (see Chapter 2). Then, as in the general construction in [9], for any t > 0, 
(0,6) + t2(co1, ml) is the pull-back to SO(N) of d$, a pseudo-metric on GS,(TN). To be explicit, 
if we denote the projection p : SO(N) + GS,(TN) = SOW)I~O by EL@; el, e2, e3, ed = 
(p; [el, ez]), then the pseudo-metric dsf on GS,(TN) is characterized by 
0s; = [(81)2 + (e2j2 +(e3)2 - (o~)~] + t2[(o;)2 + (w;j2 - <w;>~ - (w;j2]. 
We establish the index conventions 1 < i, j 6 2; 3 < Q, /3, y < 4; 1 < a, b, c < 4. 
If U c GS,(TN) isanopensubset andu : U + SO(N) isanylocalsection, then{u*P, tu*w$} 
is an orthonormal coframe fords: on U. Set 
andletG= (~~),bean8x8matrix.Weset(on=Ba,(pui =tmUi,whereo”’ =@.Thends: 
can be written ds: = (4py + &J2y + (cp3j2 - (q4j2 + (q31)2 + (v32)2 - (q41)2 - (4042)2. 
We need to find the Levi-Civita connection forms 4pt, q~$, cp,“‘, (p$ of dsz which are charac- 
terized by 
(a) dqf’=-cp; r\q~~-q$ ,q.fi, 
(b) d@ = -& ,y pb - @j A @, 
Cc) %b = --(Pba, 
Cd) Vapacri = -War 
Spacelike s&aces 
q=l q=l 
Vaia = f: GaiqPD,4 = 
8 
&Y/?GDaSi? Paibj = C G,igPij = " gCX,(Ppj' 
q=l q=l 
Proposition 3.1. The pull back by u* of the forms 
(p; = 0;: - $tR&@‘, (3.13) 
qij = -ftR;PjqC. (3.14) 
(pSi = -+tRb a ICQ 
(/Jc, (3.15) 
fj9;; = 8; 0; + s;O_$ . (3.16) 
gives the Levi-Civita connection forms of ds: with respect to the orthonormal coframe 
UC{@, 40”‘). 
Proof. The forms q$, qzj, &, and I#, verify the characterizations (a)-(e). 0 
Let j- : M -+ N be a spacelike isometric immersion of an oriented surface. The Gauss lift of 
f is the map yf : M + GS,(TN) defined by yj(p) = f,T,M. If e is an oriented Darboux frame 
field along f, then yr = [ei, ez] = ,u o e, where p is the projection. We have a generalization of 
Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 3.5. f : M -+ N be a spacelike isometric immersion of an oriented St.&ace with 
Gauss lift yf : M + G”,(T N). Then yf is conformal gand only if f is pseudo-umbilical. 
Proof. Using (3.12) and a local oriented Darboux frame e along f, we find y;dsf = (8’)* + 
(H*>* + t* x[<e*a$)* - (e*w:)*] = [l + t*(K - R1212)]ds2 - 2t*ZIn, where ZZH = (H, H), is 
a symmetric bilinear form on M. •i 
Theorem 3.6. Let f : M -+ N be an isometric immersion of a spacelike surface in the 
Lorentzian manifold N, with Gauss lift yf : M -+ GS,(T N). Let e be a local oriented Darboux 
framefield along f, and let u be a local section of p : SO(N) -+ G”,(T N) such that u o yf = e. 
Let {E,, Eai) be the local orthonormatframe$eld in GS,(T N), ds,? dual to the local orthonormal 
coframefield {u*P, u*tw$}. Then the tensionBeld of yf is 
t(yr) = t*hGRuijkEk + (t2gYBhtR,ijp + 2HY)E, + (2tHF - tR]:j)E,i. (3.17) 
Proof. We compute the tension field r (yf) = trace Vd yf. 
dyf = (e*@)Ea + (e*@)E,i = BFB’Ek + B[O’E, + BY”Q’E,,, 
where BY = 8; ,BT’ = th;, since e*@ = 8;0j and e*yP’ = to:. Thus 
Vdyf = B;B’@E, + BI;@6’iEy + B~e%jE,,,, 
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where the B,$ are defined below, 1 < p < 8. We need to compute the coefficients I = tr B$I’Bj, 
II = tr B,‘;.@‘$j, and ZZZ = tr Br8’6j. Using the equations in Proposition 3.1., we have Z = 
-t2hY Rk ZZ = hi - t*h;RiYqi, and ZZZ = t hiii - itRiii = t hkii. Therefore, we get 
r(yfjm, ‘L)i;2h;RI;I)Ek + [2HY - t2h;RiY,.]E, + (t hLii)Ev,. From the Ricci identity of f, 
h$k = hykj - RG,, we have hLii = hrji = hi, - Rki. Thus letting Hi” = ihyji denote the 
components of the covariant derivative of H, and observing that RFYj = Rkiyj = -Ryjik while 
R:aj = g”‘Rbiaj = -gyp Rajip, we obtain (3.17). q 
Corollary. If/V, g is a spaceform with constant curvature E, then t(vf) = 2(1 - t2~)W’Ey + 
2t H,y E,, . Hence $C > 0 and 1 - t*e = 0, then rf is harmonic ifund only if f has purullel 
mean curvature. Zf 1 - t2e # 0, then yf is harmonic if and only if f is minimal. 
ProOf. The COrOllZilJ' fOllOWS from (3.17) and R&j = E(&,&,d - &,&. 0 
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